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By Atul Gawande

Metropolitan Books, 2007. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. The
New York Times bestselling author of Complications examines, in riveting accounts of medical
failure and triumph, how success is achieved in a complex and risk-filled profession The struggle to
perform well is universal: each one of us faces fatigue, limited resources, and imperfect abilities in
whatever we do. But nowhere is this drive to do better more important than in medicine, where
lives are on the line with every decision. In his new book, Atul Gawande explores how doctors strive
to close the gap between best intentions and best performance in the face of obstacles that
sometimes seem insurmountable. Gawande s gripping stories of diligence, ingenuity, and what it
means to do right by people take us to battlefield surgical tents in Iraq, to labor and delivery rooms
in Boston, to a polio outbreak in India, and to malpractice courtrooms around the country. He
discusses the ethical dilemmas of doctors participation in lethal injections, examines the influence
of money on modern medicine, and recounts the astoundingly contentious history of hand
washing. And as in all his writing, Gawande gives us an inside look at his own life...
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Reviews
This composed publication is fantastic. I was able to comprehended everything using this composed e book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Miss O va K uhn IV
The ebook is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to tell you that here is the
best pdf i have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Dr . K a r elle Glover
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